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Fish cous cous (Pasta & rice main dishes) 

 

  
Preparation  

Clean and fillet the fish. Remove the bones, being very careful not to leave any at all.
With these bones and the head etc. make about 1.5 litres of fish stock. Cut the fillets
and tomatoes into large chunks, the tomatoes after removing their skins. In an
earthenware pan, fry a little garlic in olive oil and sauté the fish pieces. Add the
tomatoes and the coarsely chopped almonds and continue cooking, adding some
sugar. Now slowly add the fish stock, straining it through a fine sieve. When you have
poured in a litre of stock, add the sea salt and the king prawns. Cook over a low heat
for two hours, and as the stock evaporates add the remainder. Towards the end of
cooking, add a pinch of ground cinnamon. Whilst the stock is cooking, soak the
couscous with water, salt and a little olive oil for half an hour. The water should cover
the couscous. When the water is absorbed, place the couscous in a colander (better if
you have a terracotta couscous maker) and place the colander over the rest of the fish
stock. Cover with a lid of the right size and bring the stock to a simmer once again. In
about half an hour you will have couscous steamed over stock, having absorbed all the
flavour! The fish couscous is ready: serve the stock in a terracotta pot and the
couscous in another bowl and let your guests serve themselves; the couscous will soak
up the stock.  

Tips  

If you prefer your fish couscous even more aromatic, prepare a good fish stock to be
used during cooking.  

Trivia  

Couscous is a dish whose origins are in North Africa, specifically Morocco: the first
people to eat this delicious grain were the Berbers.  

Information  

Preparation 180 minutes
Serves X Serves 5 persons
Level of difficulty  Easy

   
Ingredients  

Red mullet 1 unit (Large)

Lamb's lettuce 1 unit

Rockfish 1 unit (Small)

King prawns 4 units

Tomatoes (2 fresh tomatoes)

Cinnamon (1 pinch of ground cinnamon)

Almonds (10 almonds with their skin)

Whole cous cous (8 handfuls of
wholemeal couscous)
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